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2013

Wednesday nights from 6:00pm
Chemical Sciences M17 Lecture Theatre
UNSW Kensington Campus*

Never Stand Still Faculty of Built Environment

*Unless otherwise stated. Venue could change at late notice.

Dr Alfonso Vegara Gómez
President and CEO of the
Fundación Metrópoli, Madrid, Spain
6th March

Professor Xing Ruan
UNSW Built Environment
22nd May

Professor Alan Peters
UNSW Built Environment
28th August

Professor George Galster
Wayne State University, Detroit, USA
25th September

Professor Susan Fainstein
Senior Research Fellow, Harvard Graduate School of Design, USA
16th October

Satoshi Kose
Department of Architecture, Shizuoka University of Art and Culture
6th November

RSVPs ESSENTIAL UTZONLECTURE@UNSW.EDU.AU

Intelligent Territories: the 21st century city in Europe and Asia
GÓMEZ

What exactly is Chinese architecture?
Common and uncommon observations trigged by Utzon's China
RUAN

Architecture and justice: design meets the law
JONES

Does too much urban planning result in higher housing prices or slower economic growth - a broader view
UTZON

Driving Detroit: The Quest for Respect in the Motor City
AIB ADDRESS

Justice in the Neo-liberal City
PETERS

Designing dwellings toward a highly aged society: Japanese experience as a forerunner
GALSTER

FAINSTEIN

KOSE

LECTURES

Event Partner TOASTFOOD

This UTzon Series Lecture is presented with the Support of Cox Richardson

This UTzon Series Lecture is presented with the Support of Australian Institute of Building

This UTzon Series Lecture is presented with the Support of Scott Carver